CLIPSO® offers an ideal opportunity to, literally, DESIGN WITH LIGHT!
Lighting is essential to admiring beauty as it creates ambiance and enhances the
mood of a space. Create an inspiring environment by illuminating your interiors with
CLIPSO®.
CLIPSO offers several fabric translucencies that create a variety of results depending on the desired effect and their application. Standard Translucent coverings are
available in three levels of translucency: 30%, 50%, and 70%. Or incorporate excellent acoustic properties into your design with our Acoustic Translucent coverings. All
variations can be custom printed for the ultimate design expression.
When it comes to illuminating your project, CLIPSO offers several LED light systems that create a clean and even lighting effect. LED Luminous Surface Lighting
and LED Perimeter Lighting each have specific qualities that suit them to particular
designs and constructions. Options such as fiber optic lighting and color changing
elements can also be integrated. A CLIPSO project manager can help select the appropriate lighting method according to your project needs.

Restaurants: Restaurants are an ideal setting for the CLIPSO system. Whether
used for ambient, accent or task lighting, CLIPSO can be used for both decorative and functional purposes. Illuminating a custom print helps enhance the mood
of the restaurant.

Corporate Offices: CLIPSO is often used in corporate environments for illumination purposes. Complete luminous ceilings have become quite popular as they
are both attractive and help provide a healthy work environment. Illuminate a
printed wall or ceiling for an added aesthetic.

Retail: The retail environment really is a treasure-trove of opportunity for the
CLIPSO system. CLIPSO provides a simple solution to changing out prints for
seasonal or promotional print purposes. Whether used as ambient lighting, task
lighting, or for seasonal designs, CLIPSO is your one-stop shop.

Residential: The home is where our inspiration lives. Bring the outdoors in for a
whimsical treat, or create soothing comfort with a simple luminous ceiling or wall.
Your home deserves CLIPSO.
THE SIMPLE SOLUTION!
The CLIPSO system of profiles and coverings is fast and simple to install. It does
not emit any odors or harmful VOCs and can be installed during off-hours so your
business or home need never be disrupted. It truly is the ideal solution for any
interior environment.
To learn more about CLIPSO, visit our website www.clipsoceilingwall.com or
email us at contactusa@clipso.com.
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